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Engine Company 51 is the Los Angeles County Fire Museum’s Gift Shop
and online storefront. Right now we are featuring the swag from the
Grand Opening in July. We have t-shirts, coins, EMERGENCY! photos and
hats. When the swag is gone… it is gone! The coins are spectacular. It is
recommended you grab a collection now before they are all gone.
Go to: https://www.lacountyfiremuseum.com/engine-company-51/
for more information and place your order today.
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Los Angeles County Fire Museum President, Paul Schneider, on camera with ABC 7 News duirng the
very successful Grand Opening Event, July 14, 2018.

Happy

New Year! 2019 promises to be another exciting and
fulfilling year for the Museum. 2018 was amazing for
us as we finally celebrated the opening of our much
anticipated new facility and officially opened to the public. Approximately SEVEN
THOUSAND people from as far away as Australia helped us make the day spectacular.
2018 was a busy time for us as we prepared for the opening, then hired staff and
recruited retired firefighters to serve as docents to handle the day to day operation
and visitor experience at the new Museum.
Having a new facility doesn’t mean we no longer have our other facilities, so operations
at our “shop” and storage space continues. The “Shop” is what we now call our building
on Flora Vista Street. Our restoration crew continues work on the fleet of vintage fire
apparatus and the number of crew members continues to grow. It is so rewarding to
see more and more great individuals getting involved and lending their experience,
expertise and heart to our organization. We currently have eight members on the
Board of Directors, ten on the restoration crew, over twenty five volunteer docents
and two paid staff members.
We recently took a group photo of our docents, restoration crew and board members
(see page 5). What a great group of dedicated and friendly people. As I looked at
the group interacting with each other, laughing, joking and catching up I was truly
humbled and so thankful to each and every one of them. Most of them are Los
Angeles County Fire Department alumni from all ranks, Firefighters up to Chiefs,
and all that matters is that they are family and here to help celebrate the Fire Service
and Our Great Department. They have validated our organization’s years of tireless
work and we simply cannot thank them enough for showing us that our efforts were
noticed and they cared. Firefighter or not, everyone involved with our efforts are
cherished assets and are treated accordingly. What a great group of people. I always
enjoy being around the Fire Museum family!! We are currently laying out our plans
for 2019 so keep an eye on our website for updates regarding events and changes to
exhibits. Much work remains at the Museum as we continue to add photos, artifacts,
apparatus and audio/visual experiences to our new showroom. Thank you all for your
continued support, we wouldn’t be here without it.
President Paul Schneider
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RANDOM SHOT
By Kathy St. Amant
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This is a a little different than our normal Random Shot. But getting these
guys in one room together can be pretty random. :-)
The “Board Room” upstairs at The Shop, occupied by your hard working Los
Angeles County Fire Museum Board of Directors while they held their board
meeting in December of 2018. From Left: President Paul Schneider, Director
Pete Martinez, Director Tim McIntyre, Interim Director Ernie Ramirez,
Membership & Secretary Paul Oyler, Director Gil Garcia, Historian Dave
Boucher, and Vice President Joe Woyjeck (selfie photographer).
Each board meeting gains in importance and breadth as the board grows the
team and assigns the tasks that are necessary to run the new facility and
keep up with all the same work we were doing before. Each day provides
new challenges that are being met head on with smiles and fresh energy.
Any discussion on exhibit space is a fun and popular subject covered during
the meetings these days. With so many artifacts and apparatus to share, the
process has the team mentally going through our collections as they decide
what to bring to the floor of the showroom and how to best show it off.
When you come by, you will be greeted by new faces and the excitement
that is surrounding our new facilities. You will see apparatus and lots of
artifacts that have not been on public display before.
Changes abound, and they are all very good. Experience the aura, come
to your new Museum either to check out the displays, hang out with our
docents, or to show us your support. The excitement will grow faster if you
are there with us.
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FIRE MUSEUM DOCENTS MEETING
Photo & story by Kathy St. Amant
Photo includes Wednesday Work Crew, Docents, and Board of Directors

Twenty Eighteen was an EXCITING year for us. Not only did the Museum open the beautiful new showroom facility
to the public four days a week, also, our family grew “overnight.” After years of our team consisting of around 14
volunteers and a few consultants, we now have two guest relations staff, Work Day Wednesday crew, a professional
book keeper, a dedicated media specialist/webmaster, and a growing number of Docents joining in the fun of running
the Museum’s day to day tasks.
On January 9th, we had our first ever Docent meeting. The guys came in to
ABOUT YOUR FIRE MUSEUM:
share what they are experiencing on the showroom floor as they work with
The County of Los Angeles Fire Museum
the public. Their input is guiding us in formulating the future of our exhibits
Association is a public benefit nonprofit 501(c)
and educational materials. Paul Schneider provided a tour of The Shop facility
(3) corporation, established in 1975 and
and introduced the shop’s Wednesday Work crew to the Docents.
All of our visitors are in for a treat when they come in. The Docents are there to
greet them with stories and information about our collections. The knowledge
these guys have about the job is priceless, and we have feedback that our
visitors love hearing the stories. When there are quiet moments during the day,
there is time for the Docents to study the historical information, photographs,
artifacts and apparatus that we have so they can be ready for questions.
If you are an active or retired firefighter and would like to become a Docent,
please send an email to FireWarden@LACountyFireMuseum.com and put
Docent in the Subject line. Someone will be in touch with you. OR, come in
and meet the Docents of the day and leave your information with them. We
are open Wednesday through Saturday 9AM to 2PM.

incorporated in 1989. Acquisitions, restorations

and operating funds are supported by monthly
and annual membership dues paid by over 3,400
active-duty Los Angeles County fire fighters,
retirees, members of other fire departments, and
the public.
The museum’s collection includes more than 60
examples of historic apparatus, some dating back
to the late 1800s, as well as hundreds of artifacts
and thousands of photographs. The most
popular vehicles in the collection are the original
paramedic/rescue Squad 51 and the two Engine
51s from the 1970s television show EMERGENCY!
The collection is currently housed in the new
Museum facility, the shop and a warehouse in
South Gate and Bellflower, California.
The Museum Association is governed by a
seven-member board of directors, nominated
and elected by the membership every two
years. All board members are non-compensated
volunteers

who

provide

the

organization

longevity in leadership and forward-thinking
vision for the future.
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FACTORY PHOTO 1951
PHOTO from Archives Collection, Text by Dave Boucher

img055

The only known factory photograph taken of the first three of eighteen 1951 International-Harvester 1,000
Gallons Per Minute pumpers delivered to the Los Angeles County Fire Department.
Note: the hose for all three rigs is piled on the back of the left rig.
Also notable, later deliveries had doors on the sides of the cabs.
Photo credit on the back:
Photograph No. 481
CREDIT E.B. HERSHBERGER
International Harvester Company
Los Angeles, Calif
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The fantastic work done by
Kenny’s Autobody &
Towing
is on display at the Fire
Museum!
•
•

Our 1941 Ford
Beautiful Pumper J

•

1955 Crown’s front panels & wheels

•

Squad 51’s hood and front fenders
And... wait until you
see our Stutz!

BOX ALARM

By Historian Dave Boucher

If

you have ever visited our Shop facility on Flora Vista Street and walked into one of the store
rooms, you would have been met with shelves full of boxes. Many of them are full of photographs. If you

have ever been to our facility at Headquarters Training Center, you would see many file cabinets. These also, are filled with photographs.
So, you can imagine there are treasures yet to be found in our collection.

This very rare photo was recently uncovered in an older envelope mixed with several shots of a more recent vintage. Taken in 1925 or
1926, it depicts the original “box alarm” electrical receiving system. This was installed in a small building attached to the rear of original
Fire Station 3 on Ferris Street.
In this photo, Box Code Receiving Tapes are being studied by the four men in the photo. Electrical monitoring guagres and various
testing levers may be seen on the panel to the left. It appears that nine circuits are incoming in this rudimentary installation. The meters
indicate the current available to operate the boxes on each circuit. Station 3’s personnel must have been familiar with this equipment as
the system was built to protect the area along and adjacent to Whittier Bouvard in East Los Angeles County.
When new Fire Station 27 was built on Sheila Street (see page 11), in what was then the Central Manufacturing District, this original
equipment was abandonded and a new system was installed in the rear of the station. This set covered a larger section of the District
which was incorporated into the City of Commerce in 1966.
All of the manual-pull alarm boxes were removed during the 1970’s due to vandalism and regular false alarms being pulled.
img060

The names of the men are written on the back of the photo.
Left to Right: Chief Spencer Turner (written as S.D. Turner), Chief Norman Johnson, Chief Adolf Heinzman, and Roy
Dere. Dere was the Captain of Engine 3, and prior to the formation of the Belvedere Fire Protection District, he was a
Belvedere Gardens volunteer Fireman.
The photo was taken by photographer Albert J. Kopec, with his studio located at 3312 W. 6 th Street in Los Angeles. His
phone number was WA SHINGTON 0246. Chances are slim that anyone will answer!
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EMS- CELBRATING 50 YEARS
By Historian Dave Boucher

On March 21, 2019 The Los Angeles
County Emergency Medical Services
Agency, in conjunction with
The Los Angeles County Fire
Museum, will be celebrating
fifty years of professional
Emergency Medical Services.
The event includes dinner,
the Keynote speaker Kevin
Tighe, souvenirs and more.
For more information and to
RSVP for this event, please see
https://ems50th.org.
With the Celebration around the corner, now is the
perfect time to share a photograph of one of the
various vehicles the Department used in order to
provide medical assistance while on the scene of major
emergencies. This example is of an early 1970’s Dodge
cab and chassis which is very similar to those used
on mid 1960’s Rescue Trucks. The medical treatment
portion consists of an enclosed section about four feet
higher than the normal rear cab and had double rear

opening doors. This vehicle had power steering and a
Chrysler Corporation electric push-button transmission
gear selector consisting of three buttons in the
dashboard to the left of the steering wheel. They were
labeled “Drive”, “Neutral”, and “Reverse”… simple and
effective.
A smaller version of this unit was, if my memory serves
me well, on a Chevrolet chassis and resembled a large
paneled truck. I have yet to run across a photo of that
unit.
The 1961 model that I drove at Station 47 was, I suppose,
a welcome relief from the 1949 Ford V-8 with stick shift
which proceeded it. The more experienced men at 47’s
said that it was underpowered and top-heavy.
Note the sign over the building door. Chief Klinger
had recently retired and the Los Angeles Headquarters
building had been renamed for him. Chances are that
many of the first Paramedics were being trained, if not
already in the field, when this was taken.

img056
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This is Ken Sexton, he came out to the Museum’s Grand
Opening from Victorville, CA. He brought with him a
set of California DMV plates for his 2014 Toyota Tundra
truck. Look at the plates... WHAT? Yes, we forgot to
send in the payment to DMV and we “lost” the plates.
Ken was the lucky one who grabbed them. He brought
them in to our Grand Opening event to have the “GUYS”
sign them. Kevin Tighe is doing so in the photo below.
Ken... when you get tired of having these plates, please
let us know so we can get them back and put them on
Squad 51.

D004

SEEN AROUND THE MUSEUM
Story and Squad photo By Kathy St. Amant Toyota & Kevin Tighe photo by Ken Sexton - used with permission
10 ©2019 | LACountyFireMuseum.com

BRAND NEW! FIRE STATION 27
By Historian Dave Boucher

The occasion: First occupation of new Fire Station 27
Photo from: Lounsbury Estate Collection donation
Los Angeles County Fire Station 27 was located on Sheila Street at the time this photo was taken in what was then called the Central
Manufacturing District. This area was later incorporated as the City of Commerce. The station is now located on Rickenbacker Rd.
The timing of the photo is of interest as it could only have been taken in late 1951. “How do you know that?” you ask… not hard for me
this time! The American La France ’85 aerial ladder truck and the station are brand new. The original 1944 Ford pumper, complete with a
plumbed-in monitor, seen behind the men is still in service at this time.
Note that there were large crews used on the rigs at this time: A Captain and four crew members for each rig. The man on the left is
Assistant Chief John Duncan, later Chief Klinger’s Deputy Chief. The only other man I recognize is “Tonto” LaFoya, forth from the right. (I
never heard his real first name.)
Of passing personal interest to me is the small office visible behind the truck’s cab. It was into that Fire Prevention office I was promoted
to Captain in April of 1971. I loved the job and I learned a lot, but the call of the 24-hour shift schedule was too much of a draw for me. I
remember that my boss there, Battalion Chief Frank Zalaha, he was the best to work with.

sta27-001
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Friday the Boulevard was quiet, but inside
the Los Angeles County Fire Museum,
all our workers were busy putting the
Museum’s exhibits together and getting
the showroom shined up for its debut.

D018
The autograph line begins to form.

The next day started out just like any other
hot summer day in downtown Bellflower.
Until the antique fire engines began to
arrive and park along Bellflower Boulevard.
The sound of bag pipes could be heard
in the background as the autograph line
began to build along the side of the new
Museum building. Soon the Boulevard
was closed to traffic. Vendors, along with
the first wave of visitors, started to fill the
streets. It was July 14th, 2018, the longawaited celebration to open the brandnew Los Angeles County Fire Museum had
arrived.
The excitement built as our EMERGENCY!
special guests arrived and the thousands
of visitors all waited for the parade, the Fire
Department’s helicopter fly over and the
12 ©2019 | LACountyFireMuseum.com

dedication ceremony to complete so the
Museum doors could open to the public for
the ceremonial Grand Opening. When the
doors opened, the crowds thronged the
Museum through the huge front firehouse
style doors. The side doors opened
for the autograph seekers to finally
get to spend a few moments with
Randolph Mantooth, Kevin Tighe,
and Mike Stoker as they signed the
photos purchased or to get a special
something autographed that they
carried into the Museum. We are not
surprised any more with the items
brought for autographs. Items such
as a whole door from a Ward LaFrance
that is being turned into “Engine 51”,
or a glove box cover, or (see page 11)
California license plates SQUAD 51.
1925 Stutz displayed on the showroom floor
after restoration completed “just in time.”

D012

By Kathy St. Amant
The demand for autographs was high. We
had to close the “end of the autograph line”
at 1PM so they could all get in by closing
at 5PM. Our special guests were such
troopers, as we figure they signed over
D011

LACoFD Forestry Division came to mingle.

4000 autographs that day, and stayed past
the closing time to get every single person
who stood in line a chance to visit and get
their signatures. Even though the fans were
out in the HOT sun for over 6 hours, they
came in the door smiling and happy they
made it in. Most discussed the new friends
that they had made in the line. Our Museum
has a way of making people happy!
In the Museum there were many retired
Department members, including Fire
Chief P. Michael Freeman and his family.
The fun of watching friends get together
in this phenomenal atmosphere was
electric. Outside on the street, the crowds
were entertained as we had a “mini fire
service day.” The people were given a
demonstration on vehicle extrication by the
Photos pages 15 & 16: St. Amant

Department’s USAR. The Department’s Sikorsky water dropping
helicopter did another fly by, and a great Surf band played tunes a
few blocks down. There was so much to see and do, many folks did
not get to see everything, including this Museum Team member
who never got the chance to sit down. We even shot and served
our Museum’s first live video feed of the EMERGENCY! TV Show
crew members as they signed autographs and worked the crowds.

This was the special day we have waited years and years for, it
came off more spectacular than we could have imagined. What a
welcoming we had for our new facility and our team members. It
will be a memory long shared and discussed. Thank you to every
single person who worked to pull this off. There were so many
who showed up and worked relentlessly so the doors could open
on time and show the neighbors what a world class facility our
Museum is.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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TOP: The Boulevard before the crowds
packed the entrance and our Waterous
Steamer on the right and our Hand Drawn
Button on the left

BOTTOM LEFT: LACoFD Pipe and Drum
Corps pleased the crowds as the parade
of antique apparatus filed down the
Boulevard

TOP RIGHT: Photograph sales table
before the crowds From Left: Gail Oyler,
Kirsten Connors
LEFT CENTER: The Board of Directors
riding along in the parade. From Left: Gil
Garcia, Dave Boucher, Pete Martinez, Paul
Oyler, and Tim McIntyre
BOTTOM RIGHT: The 1907 American
“Metropolitan” pulled by beautiful
Percherons.

D015

D014
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ON
THE
BOULEVARD

D038

D036

D021

Top Right: Sikorsky
Above Left: Extrication Demonstration
Right: Extrication in ACTION
Photos by Greg Doyle LACoFD Volunteer Photographer

Below: LA Couty Fire Chief Daryl Osby
Brendan McDonough, Granite Mountain Hotshot
Photo By Kathy St. Amant

D032
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Photo: By Paul Schneider

D002

ON
THE
BOULEVARD

IN
THE
MUSEUM
Left & Below Right: Kevin Tighe
Right: Mike Stoker
Below Left: Kirsten Connors & Randal Mantooth
Photos By Greg Doyle LACoFD Volunteer Photgrapher

D024

D038

D023
D026
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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IN
THE
MUSEUM
Top: Kevin Tighe, Chief Daryl Osby, Mike Stoker
Left: Fans waiting to purchase swag at the Museum’s
Engine Company 51 Gift Shop
Bottom: Retired LACoFD
Fire Chief P. Michael Freeman and his family
Photos by St. Amant

D031
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Top: Vice President Joe Woyjeck and
Los Angeles County Supervisor Janice Hahn
Photographer unkown
Middle: Fire Explorers in the Gift Shop storeroom
Bottom: Kevin Tighe autographing Squad 51 driver’s door
Photos by St. Amant

D033

IN
THE
MUSEUM
D037

D030
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A MAJOR NEW ADDITION
By Paul Schneider

On October 27, 2018 the Museum received
an amazing donation in the form of a 1951
Crown Firecoach Fire Engine. We have
a few Crowns in the collection already
but this Crown is truly special. Its serial
number is F1001, meaning this Crown is
the very first Crown Firecoach ever built.
In fact, this Crown was the prototype and
was used as a demonstrator to showcase
the design to Fire Departments across
Southern California. Our own Department
was impressed enough to order Crown

Firecoaches starting in 1954, and we ended
up ordering 131 of them over the following
23 years!
The West Covina Fire Department
purchased F1001 from Crown in 1954 and
there it served until being retired in 1980.
Luckily for fire apparatus historians, the
Arnold family purchased F1001 from the
West Covina Fire Department in 1980 and
lovingly cared for it ever since. F1001 was
truly part of their family. It obviously meant

D069

a great deal to them and still does. The
Arnold family honored us tremendously
when they showed their confidence in
our team and organization to donate their
Crown to us. We have big plans for this
engine and those plans were formulated
with input and blessing from the Arnold
Family. We will cover this fire engine in
much greater detail in the next edition of
the Fire Warden. A big Thank you to the
Arnold family!

LEFT:
On the truck for the
ride to Bellflower
RIGHT:
Mrs. and Mr. Arnold
with the Crown in the
state of Washington
loaded oon the truck
for the trip south
BELOW:
Crown Serial #F1001
glistening in the
Southern California
sun at its new home

D068
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THE EARLY HAPHAZARD DAYS
By Historian David Boucher

img063

This photo is one of the oldest photos that I have ever seen dealing
with the early days of the Forester & Fire Warden. It came from
the estate of the gentleman on the right, Bill Frownfelter. It was
no doubt taken by a co-worker as he and the others were loading
possibly a keg of nails or seed into their work car for transport to
“who knows where”. It would be wonderful to be able to identify
the buildings, however, they are already quite old at the time
of this photo. So, they are probably not Forestry buildings. It is
possible that they could have been leased.

early and crude time in the life of our Department showing how
unsophisticated we were. Everyone was still flailing about, trying
to learn how to fight brush and forest fires during the summer and
also learn how to build things for the Forestry Department; such
as roads, trails, firebreaks, buildings, camps, and the like during the
winter months. Uniforms were a part of the life of these men, but
the wearing of them was haphazard at best. There was no use in
washing a car, most roads were still dirt!

Although the man on the left has appeared in many photos I have
studied, no positive identity has been made … yet. The man in the
center is, with his back to us, is definitely Claire “Spider” Merideth.
Claire wore the tallest boots of anyone and invariably wore a
leather jacket. He was also the Department’s Pilot whenever a biplane was leased for any purpose. Both Frownfelter and Merideth
were hired in 1924.

By 1928, the Forester and Fire Warden possessed only three
trucks for hauling anything anywhere. Most items were moved
by automobile such as the one in this photo. When private cars
were used, mileage was paid each month. I have yet to uncover the
mileage rate, but it must have been around a nickel. Only four tank
trucks were available for hauling water to fires, and they were dualpurpose tree-watering units. The key to accomplishing most large
tasks was the intensive use of manpower; actually, most machines
had yet to be developed. Yet, I can safely say after reading and
interviewing several former members from that era, that they were
indeed happy in their work!

Well, what else could be said about a picture like this? It depicts an

(see page 74 of “Ride the Devil Wind”)

The car is a 1922 Dodge Brothers. A roster showed that it was
purchased used in 1924. Since 2004, I have discovered another
photo of the car caught in a flood.
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1929 GETTY OIL FIRE
By Historian Dave Boucher

In 1929 a fire erupted in the Getty oil field in Santa Fe

Springs. It took around three weeks to construct a 90° angel
shaft into the side of the casing, twenty feet below ground
level. This was used to install a steel plate to stop the oil flow,
which was under great pressure from underground.
Crews from Station 17 worked with oil field workers to
accomplish the onerous and time-consuming task. The
large hose stream being directed on the wooden derrick
exposure kept it from igniting. It must have been necessary
to swap out E-17 for another pumper from time to time as
pumping continuously for two to three weeks could have
been a bit much, even for Engine 17’s brand new 1929
Seagrave pumper.
I had been our Department Historian for several years
before discovering what happened to that huge monitor
being mounted as it was on a round wooden platform 6 to 8
feet in diameter. The only other time I saw it in a photograph
and in service was in a photo of Engine 8’s 1938 Seagrave
pumper, taken in 1951 or 1952. It was mounted over the
hosebed but one cannot tell if it were plumbed in or able to
be dismounted. Two years later, the Crown pumpers began
arriving, and the monitor disappeared.
Lounsbury Estate Collection donation
Bottom:
In the left hand corner is one ot the six Stutz Fire Engines our
Department had and may be the original Engine 17.

D062
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CALLING ALL LACoFD RETIREES...

We need you!!!
Thank you all for your support
past, present and future!
We really can’t do this without you!

Calling all Los Angeles County Fire Department retirees!!
Membership and membership dues are the life blood for the
Fire Museum. Most of our funding comes from Active Los
Angeles County Firefighters who pay monthly dues through
a payroll deduction plan. When a Los Angeles County
Firefighter retires those membership dues cease. Many of
you do not realize that. As a result, we lose members and
their all-important dues. We currently maintain over 1000
retirees as members yet only 100 are dues paying members.
If those retirees who have fallen off the payroll deduction
program due to retirement could reinstate their monthly
contributions the resulting increase in funding would greatly
assist the museum in our efforts to restore and preserve our
Department’s history. So please consider becoming dues
paying members again.
For retirees who would like to once again financially
support the Museum and what we do, we have many
ways that make it easy...

Fully rebuilt and detailed Ford Flathead V8 Engine.
Built for and installed into our 1941 Ford vintage
fire engine now on display at Old Station 30 in
Artesia.

•

F&A Federal Credit Union - if you have a membership
there

•

Set up an automatic transfer from your bank

•

Send us a check

•

Use a credit card on our website Donation page

•

Or use Paypal, which is also available on our donation
page

•

http://www.lacountyfiremuseum.com/Donate.html

•

Best yet… stop by and deliver the donation while you
see in person the great things happening here

•

If you have any questions or need help, please email
Paul Oyler at membership@lacountyfiremuseum.com
Paul Schneider
President
Los Angeles County Fire
Museum

PHOTO by Kathy St. Amant
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FROM THE SHOP
By Paul Schneider

Now that our new facility is up and running, our building on Flora Vista Street in
Bellflower has been designated as our Shop, and rightfully so. With Vice President Joe
Woyjeck managing the workload, our staff has been busy with maintenance, repair and
restoration. Once a fire engine is restored, the job of maintenance and repair begins.
Which means there is always work that needs to be done. We strive to maintain as many
of our apparatus in running condition as possible. As our crew increases in number, this
goal is becoming much easier to accomplish. The following is an update on what has
been going on at the shop.
Left: Joe in his Shop Photo by St. Amant
Right: The Shop Photo By Joe Woyjeck

D001
D040

1915 Model T “Runabout”
D041

One of our newest Work Day crew members works for Disney and is an expert
on Boilers and Model T’s. Greg’s knowledge on boilers will soon be utilized and
in the meantime we are benefitting from his vast knowledge related to Ford’s
incredible Model T. He is rebuilding the 1915 Model T “Runabout” that was
donated to our museum by retired Battalion Chief Turner about 8 years ago.
Soon this little car will be in top mechanical condition and those of us who have
driven “T’s” before will get a much needed refresher course and those who have
not yet driven one will be trained to do so.
Left Greg and Adrian working on the “T’s” engine Photo by St. Amant
Right: Model T pretty much stripped during its restoration Photo by Woyjeck

D042
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1915 Model T “Runabout”
All photos this page by Paul Schneider

D045
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D044

1957 VanPelt
This ex-Avalon Catalina Fire Department engine was donated
in 2018 by Mr. Bob Blair. It is already in very good condition and
does not require a restoration. However we are performing some
maintenance work on it as well as painting the wheels from white
to red. This VanPelt was repowered by Crown many years ago and
as a result has a diesel engine. We recently replaced a leaky power
steering hose and are giving the vehicle a thorough mechanical
inspection.

CONTINUED
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1957 VanPelt
Left: :-) Needs the camber adjusted just a little bit more!
Photos by Paul Schneider

D049
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1952 American LaFrance
Our 1952 ALF was donated by the Inglewood Firefighter’s Association when the Inglewood Fire Department was absorbed by the Los
Angeles County Fire Department. Recently the family of an Inglewood Firefighter who had passed away requested this engine to be on
hand for that Firefighter’s flag ceremony at Fire Station 171 (ex IFD HQ). Our crew got busy ensuring the vehicle was road worthy and
safe to drive. A few issues were found and resolved, but we discovered that the brake system was in need of some major work. We were
able to get the engine to the flag ceremony on a flatbed transport though. After that event, we had the engine hauled to C.H. Topping
in Long Beach to have the entire braking system overhauled and modernized as needed. That work should be done soon.
D050

Photo by St. Amant
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1947 Ford Panel Wagon
Some minor repairs have been performed on the 47’
Ford Panel Wagon. This vehicle is a recreation of Los
Angeles County Fire Department’s “Rescue 11”. Retired
LACoFD Battalion Chief Jim Page had this vehicle built in
honor of Rescue 11 which he was assigned to in 1957/58.
“Rescue 11” is in great condition and only needed fuel
pumps replaced and the fuel and amp gauges repaired.
Now that the work is done it will be put on display in our
new showroom again.
D051
Photo by St. Amant

1955 Crown
The Crown was recently moved from the showroom to the shop. We
will be finishing a lot of items that didn’t get done when we restored
this engine, as well as performing additional maintenance. Last year
the crew changed the oil and fuel filters, replaced all twelve spark
plugs, replaced all spark plug wires and also fitted a replacement
exhaust manifold replacing the original one that was badly cracked.
Thanks to Mike Jones for donating the exhaust manifold. Mike is the
proud owner of Engine 73, a 1968 Los Angeles County Crown that he
beautifully restored. Our 55’ Crown will be in the shop for a couple
of months.
D052
Photo by St. Amant

1930 Moreland
“Pumper J” our Los Angeles County Forestry Department two
tone green pumper has been an ongoing, long term, frame
off restoration project. During the course of 2018 we were
able to cut and fit new running boards, install the four fenders
and lower body sheet metal, build a new tail board and hose
compartment that fits under the tailboard, have the radiator
shell repaired and plated and have seat mounted handles
reproduced using ones borrowed from the Hall of Flame in
Phoenix Arizona as patterns. We are determined to complete
this important restoration this year.

D053

Photo by Schneider
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1930 Moreland

D059

D056
Photo Bruce Mitchell & Matt Nunez cutting diamond mat

Photo Mooreland running boards

D055

D054

D057

Photos by Paul Schneider

D060
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A FRIEND IN NEED
By Paul Schneider

Our friend

Lou Farah had a problem. His Crown fire engine was scheduled to carry the mayor of
Pasadena and the Mayor’s family in the Rose Parade and his transmission went out. He
sent out a SOS message for a replacement transmission and we just happened to have one. After a couple of hours we
finally were able to free our extra transmission from the Hall Scott engine it was attached to. Then just a week before the
parade Lou’s mechanic informs him he needed a clutch too. Luckily my brother was in town as no one else was available
to remove the clutch. Rescue complete. Lou and his Crown looked great in the parade. Here is his story.

The Rose Parade Vehicle That Almost Didn’t Make It
By Louis C. Farah
It started back in March of 2018. I had just picked-up
my 1967 Crown Firecoach from CBC Truck Repair in
San Fernando after having the fuel pump overhauled
and the completion of the body repair on the back
of the truck from a previous crash. The truck looked
beautiful. I had just filled the fuel tank and was on my
way home to prepare the truck for the Alisa Ann Ruch
Burn Foundation Code 3 Relay when it happened.
The transmission blew-up, and thus, the long and
agonizing saga of getting San Marino Engine 24 back
on the road began. I was stranded on Glenoaks Blvd
in Burbank. At least I got the engine over to the side
of the road and out of traffic. My first call was made to
CBC Truck Repair. They advised me to get the engine
back to their shop. I couldn’t find a local tow service to
transport the engine until I called Larry’s Tow Service
in San Fernando. Within 30 minutes they had a flatbed
transport at the scene of the breakdown and off we
went to CBC Truck Repair.

The following Monday brought bad news. The Crown had
a Spicer Model 8052 5-speed transmission that was rarer
than hens teeth. Rob Ebner and Chuck Craddock from CBC
removed the transmission and took it to a local outfit to see
if it could be repaired. It couldn’t. When the transmission
blew, it chewed-up all of the gears. Many other truck
transmission specialists from across Los Angeles were
contacted to see if they could repair the transmission. No
dice. I was out of luck and out of resources.
Another event that I had not missed in years was the annual
San Marino Fire Department Pancake Breakfast held every
May. Surely I could get the truck fixed in time for that. Not
a chance. We still could not find a transmission, nor anyone
that could fix the one that I had. While the Spicer Model
8052 was plentiful in 1967, by 1972 they had stopped
manufacturing that particular model. Unless I could find
one of that vintage, the truck’s future looked bleak.

Museum’s transmission
Photo by Paul Schneider

The following day, I was miserable. Instead of Engine 24
cruising the Code 3 Relay, there I sat in my ’69 San Marino
Chevy Suburban rescue ambulance. I watched Kevin
O’Connell and Mark Gerald blow by me in their fire trucks,
blasting their airhorns and having a time of their lives. All I
could do was sit there and sulk.

D062

Story reprinted from PROFESSIONAL CAR COLLECTOR Magazine
Issue #198 - January 2019
Photos provided by Mr. Farah, unless otherwise noted
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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Rose Parade Vehicle Continued from Page 27

The pancake breakfast came and went. Another disappointment. At that point, the
annual San Marino Fourth of July Parade was coming and no solution was in sight.
Rob and Chuck suggested that they could install a 10-speed transmission that they
had in its place. However, that would involve new shift linkage, a new drive shaft and
other major modifications that would cost me a bundle, with no guarantee that it
would even work.
In November, I received a call from Jay Brown,
the Director of the Tournament of Roses Parade.
Would I be interested in driving my truck down
the parade route with the Mayor of Pasadena and
his family onboard? Would I like to take part in
the event of the lifetime? Of course I would! But
what about my truck? It wasn’t running!!
They say if you pray hard enough, sometimes the
good man upstairs comes through for you. Well,
he did. That miracle came in the form of Paul
Schneider and Joe Woyjeck, President and VicePresident, respectively, of the Los Angeles County
Fire Museum. Paul had found a Hall Scott engine
paired with a Spicer 5-speed that was stored in
the Museum’s South Gate warehouse. Although
it was a Model 8057, it was close enough. Paul
pulled the transmission from the engine and
Jim Clegg (Jimmy Clegg’s father) and I went and
picked it up.
A transmission had been found!
We delivered the transmission to CBC. However, it was discovered that my clutch was
shot. I called Paul to see if there was a clutch still attached to the Hall Scott engine.
There was. Paul’s brother Howard spent the better part of four hours trying to break
the clutch loose from the engine. Finally he was able to break them apart and I picked
it up. Unfortunately that clutch was shot as well!
It was now deep into December and I was starting
to sweat bullets. I had to have the fire engine
cleaned, prepped and ready to drop-off at the FTD
warehouse near the Rose Bowl by Friday, December
21st. FTD was decorating the engine along with
three other parade cars. With only a week to go,
Rob and Chuck found a clutch in Arizona. They had
it rushed to their shop in San Fernando. It arrived
on Wednesday, December 19th. By the following
day, they had the transmission back in. After a road
test, it was finally finished and my son
Louie picked it up on Friday, December 21st. The
deadline had been met, and my wife Claudie and I
were on our way to the Rose Parade!
The truck ran flawlessly throughout the entire
week of Rose Bowl festivities. The gearing of the
transmission has actually given the truck a little
faster top-end speed. My truck is back on the
road and now it’s time to participate in all of those
events that I missed in 2018.
Needless to say, there are so many people to thank:
Rob Ebner, Chuck Craddock, Paul Schneider, Howard Schneider, Joe Woyjeck and Jim
Clegg. Without them, it simply would not have happened!
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D067
Photo by Paul Schneider

MUSEUM ARCHIVES PHOTO IDENTITY
By Kathy St. Amant

In this issue, you may have noticed a new number located on each
of our collection images. You are witnessing the beginning of our
photo archiving system. Each photo from our archive collection
that is used in this Fire Warden has the coresponding archive
number on it so that each photo can be found, printed (coming to
researchers soon), or reused with ease. As photos were scanned for
this issue, they were placed into the numbering system. This will

eventually be connected to a database with all the information we
know about each photo. The location of the physical print of the
original photo will be noted in the database as well. We will now
know where each photo is physically located, which facility it is
archived in, and where the digital scan of the photo is located. The
original photo will not need to be handled very often, if at all, from
this point on. We are in the process of scanning all of our photos!

For instance this is
IMAGE 060
If numbered with Sta #,
that sequece starts with the
station number, followed by
the photo number
D is a digital photo
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SHAKING
OFF THE DUST
Photos and story By Paul Schneider unless noted
Since January of 1995,
the Museum has rented
a 14,000 square foot
warehouse in the City of
Southgate. I have written
about this facility in
previous editions of Fire
Warden.
We currently
house over thirty old
fire engines and ladder
trucks and countless other
items in this nondescript,
dusty old building. We
jokingly refer to place as
the “catacombs” or the “fire
engine hotel” where fire
engines check in but they
never check out. Well they
do check out from time to
time, and two are being
prepared now to shed their
years of dust and once
again shine in the sun.
Both will be transported
to our shop in Bellflower
to be returned to running
and fully operational
condition.
Eventually
both will be restored, but
that process is not yet
on our minds. The two

engines in question are our
1953 International/Coast
and our 1928 Ahrens Fox/
Bickle.
We will tell you
about the International in
this edition of Fire Warden
and the Ahrens Fox/Bickle
in the next edition.

D071
D074
1953 International/Coast at South Gate Facility loaded with dust

D079

When the Huntington
Park Fire Department
was absorbed by the
Los Angeles County Fire
Department
in
1971,
HPFD’s International came
with them and would be
reassigned to LACoFD Fire
Station 147 in the City of
Cudahy. After about one
year, the “Cornbinder” as
these engines were called,
was reassigned as Reserve
Engine 505 out of Fire
Station 15. In 1978 or 1979
it was sent to Universal
Studios as Engine 260, and
then possibly back to Fire
Station 15 as Engine 505
again. We also have an
image of it at our Training
Center in East Los Angeles.

D072
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Photo by Lawrence Arnold, courtesy of Christopher Arnold
1953 International/Coast in service as Engine 505

Left and Below: Engine 505 in service and under scrutiny at the
Los Angeles County Fire Department Headquarters Training Center

D080

D077

D078
When the Department retired it in 1983
it ended up on the lot of Universal
Studios. Universal apparently purchased
it and used it in a few movies and
television shows. A retired LACoFD
Assistant Chief, who also happened to
be my Uncle, had convinced Universal
to acquire the old engine as it was in
excellent condition. In the mid-1990s,
my Uncle asked me if Universal still
had the International. I checked with
the guys at Fire Station 60 (now known
as Fire Station 51) and they informed
me the International was still sitting in
the back lot. After a few phone calls
and letters Universal agreed to donate
the engine to our Museum, even got
it running, then transported it to Fire
Station 54. We then had some work
done on it and eventually parked it in
the “Catacombs”. We did take it out a
few times, but then other things took
priority. Over 20 years would D074
pass
before we decided it was time to move
the International to our shop.
We needed to drain about four gallons
of very old gasoline from the fuel tank
in before trying to fire the old Engine

up after such a long time. The
gasoline looked like Coca Cola.
We added a couple of gallons
of fresh gas and let that sit for a
couple of weeks then drained
that too. Doing so helped
clean the tank a bit. We added coolant
to the radiator
and checked for leaks,
D077
connected a new battery and poured in
five gallons of fresh gas. After that we
grabbed a can of starter fluid and a large
Dry Chemical Fire Extinguisher. A quick

spray of ether, engaged the ignition and
bam! She coughed and sputtered then
died. But she started! A little more ether,
pumped the throttle, gave it another go
and she fired up, ran rough then settled
down to a nice idle after we adjusted the
choke. The old Hall Scott 935 cubic inch
engine sounded great and there were
no significant leaks to be found. Air
pressure quickly built up, brakes worked,
transmission engaged and after so many
years she moved under her own power
once again.

D074
1953 International/Coast at South Gate Facility

We feel confident
that we could drive
the International
to the shop but
have
decided
to load it on a
transport
with
the Ahrens Fox/
Bickle just to be
safe. After some
quick
cleaning
the engine looks
pretty good and
we are looking
forward to driving
it
again
and
sharing its history
and that of those
who worked on it
with our visitors.
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Want to know what is going on?
Follow us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/LosAngelesCountyFireMuseum

PHOTO: ST. AMANT

Preserving The History of the
Los Angeles County Fire Department

It is beautiful, isn’t it?

The Engine 31 “Forker” fire helmet pictured above was
luckily spotted on eBay and purchased by the Museum.
We came very close to losing this amazing early artifact
from our great Department’s history. When items like
these present themselves it is vital that we have the
funding to be able to acquire, preserve and share these
tangible links to our past. Your support makes this all
possible. Your estate planning today can play a huge role
in the preservation of your County of Los Angeles Fire
Department’s rich history.
TO MAKE YOUR BEQUEST to the County of Los Angeles Fire
Museum Association, please use the following language:
“To the County of Los Angeles Fire Museum Association in
Bellflower, CA, I give ___________% of my estate.” Or you can
name a fixed dollar amount.

Nobody wants to think about their own end but we all know it is
inevitable. I love the Woody Allen quote; “I’m not afraid of dying
I just don’t want to be there when it happens”. Classic. As a nonprofit organization we look at all means of funding and support
and it has been recommended to us numerous times to appeal
to our members to remember us in their estate planning. Not
my favorite topic but it is one we need to consider. We do good
work at the Museum, and our mission is a solid one. Those of us
lucky enough to be LA County Firefighters have a legacy worthy
of remembrance and worthy of commitment. Maybe it is not
such a bad idea after all.
Recently we received a call from one of our many loyal and
dedicated supporters. He wanted to know if he could write
the Museum into his will, as he wanted to bequest $25,000 to
our efforts. We were really impressed and humbled that this
individual who is not an LA County Firefighter thinks so highly
of the Museum that he would do such a thing. A few years
ago Chief James (Jim) Turner left us $5000 in his will and he
had also, before his passing, donated the 1915 Model T Chief’s
buggy he had lovingly restored. We have also received verbal
commitments from a couple of other LACoFD retirees that they
would remember the Museum in their wills.
Now we really hope all of these generous folks are around for a
very long time, but it sure is quite a compliment to us that they
feel we have created an organization worthy of such support.
So to those of you who have already done so, THANK YOU!! To
those of you who have not yet considered the Museum for such
giving, please do so. There are even tax benefits that you can
enjoy right now for supporting non-profits, like the Museum, in
such a fashion. Help us keep our LACOFD story alive for future
generations!
CONTACT US:
Phone: 562-925-0234
Email: INFO@LACountyFireMuseum.com
Web: www.LACountyFireMuseum.com/Donate.html

Mail to: County of Los Angeles Fire Museum
Office of Estate Planning
9834 Flora Vista Street

The County of Los Angeles Fire Museum Association is a 501(c)(3), tax-exempt organization.

Bellflower, CA 90706

YES! Please send me information on
how to include the County of Los
Angeles Fire Museum Association in my
will!

Name
Address
City
State

FYI - I have already included the
County of Los Angeles Fire Museum
Association in my will.

Country
Email

Zip

9834 Flora Vista Street
Bellflower, CA 90706

Non-Profit Org
U.S. Postage
PAID
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Permit No. 4848
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Los Angeles County Fire Museum’s 1955 Crown Engine 36 and our “new” 1951 Crown, Serial #F1001 See Page 20
Photo by Paul Schneider
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